Using the framework of infinite Matrix Product States, the existence of an anomalous dynamical phase for the transverse-field Ising chain with sufficiently long-range interactions was first reported in [J. C. Halimeh and V. Zauner-Stauber, arXiv:1610:02019], where it was shown that anomalous cusps arise in the Loschmidt-echo return rate for sufficiently small quenches within the ferromagnetic phase. In this work we further probe the nature of the anomalous phase through calculating the corresponding Fisher-zero lines in the complex time plane. We find that these Fisher-zero lines exhibit a qualitative difference in their behavior, where, unlike in the case of the regular phase, some of them terminate before intersecting the imaginary axis, indicating the existence of smooth peaks in the return rate preceding the cusps. Additionally, we discuss in detail the infinite Matrix Product State time-evolution method used to calculate Fisher zeros and the Loschmidt-echo return rate using the Matrix Product State transfer matrix. Our work sheds further light on the nature of the anomalous phase in the long-range transverse-field Ising chain, while the numerical treatment presented can be applied to more general quantum spin chains.
I. INTRODUCTION
Equilibrium phase transitions are a hallmark of statistical mechanics and condensed-matter physics. They are well-understood textbook subjects that have been treated through various theories. From Landau's theory of symmetry breaking [1, 2] that presents an intuitive field-theoretical approach built upon the symmetries of the model under consideration to Wilson's renormalization group [3] that utilizes scale invariance, the theoretical description of equilibrium phase transitions has been validated in numerous experiments, not the least in quantum many-body systems. Nevertheless, the field of dynamical phase transitions, particularly in quantum many-body systems, is still in its infancy, and much is left unanswered.
One of the most interesting notions of dynamical criticality in quantum many-body systems in the thermodynamic limit is that manifested in non-analyticities in the Loschmidt-echo return rate [4, 5] of a quenched system. We have termed this type of dynamical phase transition as DPT-II [6] , in contrast to dynamical phase transitions defined in terms of dynamical order parameters (DPT-I). One of the paradigmatic models of statistical mechanics, the one-dimensional transverse-field Ising model (TFIM), has been the bulwark of investigations of the DPT-II in its nearest-neighbor (NN-TFIM) [4, 5] and long-range interacting (LR-TFIM) [6] [7] [8] [9] variants. For short-range interactions the Loschmidt-echo return rate displays cusps for quenches across a dynamical critical point (regular phase) and no cusps otherwise (trivial phase), where for nearest-neighbor interactions in particular the equilibrium and dynamical critical points coincide [4, 6, 8] .
With sufficiently long-range interactions, however, the Loschmidt-echo return rate shows cusps also for quenches within the equilibrium ordered phase that do not cross the dynamical critical point, with these cusps being of a different nature [6, 9] .
In particular, considering in the case of long-range interactions only quenches from an ordered initial state, it has been shown in Refs. 6 and 9 that the Loschmidt-echo return rate displays anomalous cusps for quenches below the dynamical critical point (which in this case does not coincide with the equilibrium critical point), whereas for quenches above it, the traditional regular cusps familiar from the NN-TFIM case are present. Besides other qualities distinguishing the anomalous cusps from their regular counterparts, the defining feature of the anomalous phase is that the Loschmidt-echo return rate displays cusps only after its first minimum. Especially for small quenches these cusps typically only appear at rather late times after a number of preceding smooth peaks. Moreover, at least in the limit α = 0 the anomalous (regular) phase coincides with a finite (zero) long-time average of the Z 2 order parameter [9] .
In this paper we seek to shed more light on the qualitative difference between the anomalous and regular cusps, in particular in terms of Fisher zeros, as computed in the framework of infinite Matrix Product States (iMPS). Much like the Lee-Yang analysis of equilibrium phase transitions in the complex external-magnetic-field plane [10, 11] where a phase transition exists only if Lee-Yang zeros (or more specifically, the Lee-Yang singularity edges [12, 13] ) cross the positive real axis in the thermodynamic limit, the partition function is an entire function in the complex temperature plane [14] where Fisher zeros cross the real axis at a phase transition in the thermodynamic limit. Fisher zeros in the context of the DPT-II were first discussed in Ref. 4 , where it was shown that Fisher zeros cut the time axis, i.e. a dynamical phase transition exists, when the quench is across the equilibrium critical point in the case of the NN-TFIM. However, the equilibrium critical point is not always the dynamical critical point [15, 16] , and the latter departs further from the former with increased range of interactions in the LR-TFIM [6, 8, 9] .
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we discuss in some detail the workings of the iMPS method and its use in calculating our results. In Sec. III we present the Fisher-zero data, and discuss the qualitative difference between the anomalous and regular cases. In Sec. IV we discuss the existence of double cusps in the anomalous phase and we illustrate the crossover between the anomalous and regular phases around the dynamical critical point, both in terms of the level crossings of the rate-function branches of the Matrix Product State (MPS) transfer matrix. We conclude in Sec. V.
II. INFINITE MATRIX PRODUCT STATE TECHNIQUE
As shown in the seminal works [4, 5] for the NN-TFIM, a DPT-II manifests itself as non-analyticities in the form of cusps in the Loschmidt-echo return rate. Due to finitesize effects, these cusps will be smoothened out in finite systems, thus indicating no non-analyticity (and thus no criticality) in the Loschmidt-echo return rate. One can in principle employ conventional MPS time-evolution techniques for finite-size systems [17] [18] [19] and use finite-size scaling in order to surmise a cusp in the thermodynamic limit, but such a procedure might be error-prone, cumbersome, and requires unrealistic numerical resources. It is therefore desirable to perform simulations directly in the thermodynamic limit, which can be done very efficiently using iMPS [22] [23] [24] without any approximations in addition to using Matrix Product State representations. One can then directly see sharp cusps in the Loschmidt-echo return rate, which are due to level crossings in the eigenvalues of the MPS transfer matrix (see below). This constitutes an additional advantage over a finite-size-scaling approach, where it can be very unclear if a maximum in the return rate will develop into a nonanalytic cusp in the limit of infinite system size. In the case of iMPS, due to translation invariance, the presence or absence of level crossings in the spectrum of a single MPS transfer matrix is a clear indicator of the occurrence of non-analytic cusps.
Conventional techniques for MPS time evolution in the thermodynamic limit [25] relying on an efficient TrotterSuzuki decomposition [26, 27] of the time-evolution operator U (t) = exp(−iHt) can be employed for long-range interacting systems, however only by introducing additional approximations [28] . MPS tangent-space methods based on the time-dependent variational principle (TDVP) [29] [30] [31] on the other hand directly integrate the time-dependent Schrödinger equation within the variational manifold of MPS and therefore only require the application of the Hamiltonian onto an MPS, thus avoiding an approximate Trotter-Suzuki decomposition of U (t).
In order to efficiently apply a Hamiltonian with (e.g. decaying power-law) long-range interactions onto an MPS, we expand it in a sum of exponentially decaying interaction terms, which we outline in Sec. II A. We then describe the algorithm we use to simulate the real-time evolution of a pure state on a spin chain under such a Hamiltonian in the thermodynamic limit in Sec. II B. In Sec. II C and Sec. II D we finally describe how to efficiently calculate the Loschmidt-echo return rate in the framework of iMPS and how non-analyticities in the form of cusps naturally arise due to level crossings in the (mixed) MPS transfer matrix arising in the overlap between the time-evolved and initial states.
A. Long-range interactions
We assume the Hamiltonian to contain a sum of twobody interactions of the form h 
where σ
x,z i
are Pauli matrices acting on site i, J > 0 is the spin-spin coupling constant, h is the transverse magnetic field, and L is the number of sites. We consider the thermodynamic limit L → ∞. The distance function decays as a power law f (n) = n −α and we assume f (n) to be well approximated [32] by a sum of M exponentials,
, with λ k < 1 and n > 0. With this approximation the overall Hamiltonian is then given by
For an infinite system we perform a non-linear leastsquares fit of f (n) with a suitable number of exponentials over a distance N large enough such that f (N ) < ε f , where ε f is of the order O(10 
B. MPS real-time evolution
To simulate the real-time evolution of a pure quantum state |ψ within the variational space of MPS with respect to (2), we adapt the algorithm of Ref. 31 to the thermodynamic limit. The method of Ref. 31 integrates the time-dependent Schrödinger equation ∂ t |ψ = −i H |ψ by applying the time-dependent variational principle (TDVP) onto the variational manifold of MPS [30] , but uses a Lie-Trotter splitting scheme of the projector onto the tangent space of the variational manifold to directly integrate the effective differential equations for the MPS tensors. Due to this splitting scheme it is necessary to evolve the state in small time steps τ only. Note, however, that this is conceptually very different from a Lie-Trotter splitting of the global time evolution operator U (t), as employed in many conventional MPS time-evolution algorithms. For details on notation and the algorithm we refer the reader to Refs. 30 and 31.
In the following we describe the evolution of a translation-invariant MPS in the thermodynamic limit (iMPS) by a small time step τ .
We assume the state at time t to be given in terms of a translationinvariant iMPS in the mixed canonical form [24] , i.e. the state is well approximated by an MPS given by (siteindependent) MPS tensors A 
where n is an arbitrary site on the chain. This also defines a center-tensor
and the gauge conditions read
We represent the Hamiltonian (2) and K for C [31] . In order to calculate these efficiently it is necessary to determine the left and right (quasi) fixed points of the MPO transfer matrices (c.f. Ref. 37 and Fig. 1 )
where a bar denotes complex conjugation and indices a, b ∈ [1, . . . , d W ] (see Fig. 1 ). The algorithm in Ref. 31 for a finite chain proceeds by performing the following steps sequentially for each site n of the lattice (e.g. in a left-to-right sweep) (7) and definition of the effective Hamiltonians H for A s C and K for C. The symbol= refers to equality up to terms contributing to the energy expectation value per site [37] (for more details see also Appendix C.2 in Ref. 41 ). Table I achieves this. The quantities ε L and ε R can be used as a measure of the quality of a time step and of the constraint A s L C = CA s R (4). We reorthonormalize the state according to (5) and (6) if ε L and ε R rise above a certain threshold ε G [38] . This new algorithm corresponds to a first-order splitting scheme [40] with an error scaling of O(τ 2 ) [31] . Notice also, that just as time-dependent density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [18, 19] replaces the effective eigenvalue problem step of ground-state DMRG [20, 21] with a time evolution step, the above scheme replaces the effective eigenvalue problem step of the new ground state algorithm (VUMPS) presented in Ref. 41 with a time evolution step.
EvolveÃ
We increase the bond dimension of the MPS whenever the smallest of the Schmidt values (which are the singular values of C) rises above a certain threshold ε S . For this we use the procedure presented in Appendix B of Ref. 41 . In practice we use a time step of τ = 0.002, a reorthonormalization threshold of ε G = 10 −8 , a bond dimension increase threshold of ε S = 10 −9 and a maximum bond dimension of D max ≈ 350, which -depending on Table I . One time step of the novel time evolution algorithm suitable for simulating systems with long-range interactions.
It is obtained as the thermodynamic limit generalization of the finite system algorithm of Ref. [31] . It also improves upon the original TDVP algorithm [30] by not relying on taking possibly ill-defined inverses.
H -limits the maximum reachable simulation time t max severely due to the (at worst) linear increase of entanglement entropy [42, 43] .
C. Loschmidt echo and the return rate
With the definition of the Loschmidt amplitude
the return probability rate function per site
corresponds to (minus) the logarithm of the dominant eigenvalue of the mixed MPS transfer matrix [44] T
between MPS tensors at time zero and t, whose spectral radius is ρ(T (t)) ≤ 1 [45] . If i (t) are the eigenvalues of (10) in descending order by magnitude (i.e. 1 (t) being the largest), then we define the rate-function branches
and the rate function (9) is simply r(t) = r 1 (t), with all other r i>1 > r 1 (t). Nonanalyticities of (9) in t in the form of cusps arise due to level crossings in the eigenspectrum of (10), which is a feature characteristic of first-order phase transitions. The occurrence of such non-analyticities can thus nicely be anticipated by calculating and following the first few rate-function branches. Cusps arise at branch crossings, where a higher branch becomes the lowest one at some time t c (see Fig. 2 ).
The mixed MPS transfer matrix (10) represents an approximation of the true Quantum transfer matrix (QTM) Example of how cusps in the return rate r(t) can be detected through level crossings of the rate-function branches ri(t) (11) . Shown are the first four ri(t) for a quench from hi = 0 to h f = 1.3 and α = 2.2, where the lowest branch represents the rate function (9). At t ≈ 2.4 there are no level crossings, r(t) is thus smooth. At times t ≈ 4 and t ≈ 5.5 there are level crossings in the rate-function branches, which cause cusps in r(t). The example shows anomalous cusps, however regular cusps (or in fact any other type thereof) show up due to the same mechanism. The insets show a magnification of these cusps, where branches that are going up are colored red and branches coming down are colored blue for better visualization.
of a real-time path-integral formulation of (8), which can be understood as the result of a renormalization procedure of an effective impurity problem for the true QTM along the real time axis [46] [47] [48] . Due to this fact, the eigenvalues of the QTM which are reproduced with the highest accuracy are the dominant ones, with smaller and smaller ones being reproduced with less and less accuracy. This also means that the lowest few rate function branches (11) are the most accurate ones with a given finite bond dimension, and the approximation of the return rate function by r 1 (t) is valid.
D. Alternative calculation of the rate function
Trivially, (8) can also be written as
where in the present case the backward-evolved state |ψ(−t/2) can be obtained from the forward-evolved state as |ψ(−t/2) = |ψ(t/2) , i.e. by complex conjugation. We exploit this fact to evaluate the rate function at time t with the MPS at time t/2, i.e. we use the leading eigenvalues ofT
Thus, r(t) can be calculated both from (10) at time t and also from (13) at time t/2, and the agreement of both It can be seen that in (a) the lowest FZL cutting the imaginary axis (R = 0) terminates around R ≈ 0.6 (this process is depicted in Fig. 4) . With decreasing h f , this endpoint (and the endpoints of all higher FZL cutting the imaginary axis) move to smaller and smaller R, until the endpoints cross the imaginary axis and the cusps in r(t) vanish one by one, starting at early times t. The black dots represent data points, the blue lines are guides to the eye. Numerical data was not sufficient for display in the top left greyed-out areas in both (a) and (b).
serves as an additional check for the validity of the numerical results. Return rates of the LR-TFIM computed in the framework of iMPS can be found in Ref. 6 .
III. FISHER-ZERO LINES
In this section we present additional evidence for the qualitative difference between regular and anomalous cusps by calculating Fisher-zero lines (FZL) in the complex planes for various quenches from h i = 0 for α = 2.2. In particular we show data for a quench to h f = 1. Fig. 3 ). It can be seen that the crossing of the two lowest branches present in the top two panels has disappeared with increasing R in the bottom two panels. Notice that this is not due to one branch moving up such that they no longer cross, but by a disconnecting process that roughly leaves the branches in their general position, but turns the crossing more and more into an avoided crossing. This feature is characteristic for the disappearance of anomalous cusps, whereas regular cusps always vanish due to relative movement of the branches only.
(showing anomalous cusps), and a quench to h f = 2 > h II c,z (showing regular cusps). The plots in Fig. 3 show that the FZL crossing the imaginary axis are also qualitatively different for the two different quenches, which further corroborates that the two types of cusps are distinct.
We consider the boundary partition function
in the complex plane z = R + it, with R, t ∈ R. The complex zeros z j of Z b (z) cause the free energy density analog
to be non-analytic at these points. In the limit of infinite system size L → ∞ these zeros tend to arrange along lines, a fact which was pointed out by Fisher who studied the analytic properties of the thermal partition function of the classical two-dimensional Ising model in the complex temperature plane [14] . As already discussed, this is similar to the famous Lee-Yang circle theorem [10, 11] , which states that the zeros of a classical thermal partition function Z th (β, µ) = exp[−β(H − µN )] form circles in the complex fugacity-plane, where z = exp(βµ) is the fugacity, with β real and µ complex and N the particle number. Nonanalyticities in the return rate function r(t) therefore appear whenever an FZL crosses the imaginary axis R = 0, such that z = it and (14) turns into the Loschmidt amplitude G(t), and equivalently, f (z) turns into the return rate function r(t).
Numerically, we can calculate the FZL by utilizing
where we have defined |ψ R/2 (0) = e −R/2 H |ψ(0) in the last line. To scan the complex plane for nonanalyticities of f (z), we therefore prepare the system in state |ψR /2 (0) for some fixedR (e.g. through imaginarytime evolution) and then perform real-time evolution. A non-analyticity at t =t during this evolution thus implies a Fisher zero atz =R + it. Note that a similar strategy for calculating FZL in the NN-XXZ model has also been employed in Ref. 15 .
In Fig. 3 we show examples for α = 2.2 and h i = 0, with panel (a) for h f = 1.5 < h [15] .
In both cases, a number of FZL emanate from the R < 0 half plane to cross the imaginary axis and cause cusps in the rate function r(t) in the case of pure realtime evolution (R = 0). In the regular phase these FZL look very similar to the case of the NN-TFIM, i.e. they continue on to R → ∞ while monotonically increasing (in t vs. R, see Fig. 3(b) ). In contrast, in the anomalous phase, these emanating FZL terminate at some finite R (this can be seen in Fig. 3(a) for h f = 1.5 for the lowest FZL crossing the imaginary axis, which terminates at R ≈ 0.6). Additionally, the emanating FZL for h f < h II c,z do not increase monotonically (at least within the considered simulation parameters), which necessarily requires them to terminate at some finite R, as there can be no non-analyticities in f (z) for R → ∞ [49] . Upon decreasing h f the endpoints of these lines move to smaller and smaller R. Whenever such an endpoint crosses the imaginary axis, the corresponding anomalous cusp consequently vanishes in the rate function for real-time evolution. While further decreasing h f more and more anomalous cusps thus vanish one by one at larger and larger times. This observation is also consistent with Ref. 6 (cf. Fig. 7 therein) .
Cusps in the regular phase appear or disappear solely due to individual rate function branches moving relative to one another upon varying h f . Anomalous cusps on the other hand can also disappear due to branch crossings turning into avoided crossings. Such a scenario is depicted in Fig. 4 , which demonstrates how the lowest FZL cutting the imaginary axis in Fig. 3 terminates around R ≈ 0.6. These additional qualitative differences between FZL in the regular and the anomalous phase further corroborate the existence of two distinct dynamical critical phases for quenches above or below h II c,z and α 2.3.
IV. ADDITIONAL ANOMALOUS BEHAVIOR
A. Double cusps Some of the anomalous cusps that show up for quenches with α 2.3 and h f < h II c,z develop a double cusp structure in the sense that the tip of these cusps seems to be cut off by another rate-function branch coming down at exactly that time. Examples for such double cusps are shown in Fig. 5 . The location of these double cusps also seems to drift with α (see also Fig. 7 in Ref. 6 ). The nature and origin of these double cusps remains elusive, although we suspect they could be due to FZL cutting the imaginary axis coming from the R < 0 halfplane and returning again immediately. As such double cusps do not appear in the regular phase, they constitute another feature distinguishing both phases. It is however worth noting that such double cusps have previously also been observed for the transverse axial next-nearestneighbor and tilted-field Ising model [44] . We leave the investigation of this double-cusp feature open for future work, as it currently challenges the limits of our numerical capabilities. 
B. Crossover between regular and anomalous cusps
In this section we describe for quenches with α 2.3 and h i = 0, how regular cusps replace anomalous cusps with h f approaching and going over h II c,z . This process is in fact due to a group of rate-function branches r i (t) (11) that are initially high up for h f < h II c,z , but come down with increasing h f , and -after a narrow regime of coexistence around h II c,z -eventually become lower than the branches responsible for developing anomalous cusps. This new group of rate-function branches then develops regular cusps by crossing one another for all h f > h II c,z . Such a crossover situation is depicted in Fig. 6 for α = 2. Further increasing h f will cause all anomalous cusps to be completely covered by these new regular branches. The anomalous cusps could in principle still be followed and identified in the now higher-up anomalous rate-function branches, but they no longer contribute to the actual return rate function r(t) (which is strictly given by the lowest branch) and cusps therein. Indeed, this provides further evidence of how the anomalous cusps are distinct from their regular counterparts in the sense that they do not simply morph into the regular cusps upon increasing h f above the dynamical critical point h II c,z .
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented and discussed in detail how the Loschmidt-echo return rate (and non-analytic cusps therein, related to dynamical phase transitions) for a global quench scenario in the one-dimensional long-range (power-law interacting) transverse-field Ising model can be efficiently calculated in the framework of infinite Matrix Product States. We demonstrate in particular, that -in contrast to finite-size approaches -working directly in the thermodynamic limit enables an unambiguous identification of non-analyticities, which arise from level crossings in the eigenvalues of the Matrix Product State transfer matrix. We have further illustrated how the anomalous and regular dynamical critical phases, first reported in Ref. 6 , are distinct by showing that they arise due to qualitatively different Fisher-zero-line behavior. Whereas the regular phase constitutes cusps that arise due to the relative movement of so-called rate function branches of the Matrix Product State transfer matrix, the anomalous cusps are related to avoided crossings of these branches turning into actual crossings. Moreover, we have presented results showing double-cusp properties that further set the anomalous phase apart from its regular counterpart. Even though we cannot ascertain the origin of these double cusps, we do hypothesize that they arise due to Fisher-zero lines cutting the imaginary axis and then quickly turning around and cutting it again. Our work further validates the existence of the anomalous phase in the one-dimensional transverse-field Ising model for quenches from the Z 2 -symmetry-broken equilibrium phase to a final value of the transverse field below the dynamical critical point. Moreover, the method discussed in this work provides a versatile tool that is suitable to investigate, naturally in the thermodynamic limit, dynamical phase transitions in the context of non-analyticities in the Loschmidt-echo return rate, and properly characterize its different phases in various models, even though here we only tackle the transverse-field Ising chain with power-law interactions.
